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Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan 

Minute in relation to Hearings Process for  

Topics 080 and 081 - Rezonings and Precincts  

 

Procedural Minute No.14 by Chairperson of Independent Hearings Panel 

I refer to the memorandum of counsel for the Auckland Council dated 21 April 
2016 in relation to the declaration proceedings before the Environment Court 
relevant to framework plan provisions proposed by the Council as part of the 
proposed Auckland Unitary Plan. 

The memorandum seeks guidance and possible directions from the 
Independent Hearings Panel in relation to how the proposed provisions, as 
amended in the course of the declaration proceedings, should be incorporated 
in the Plan and how further revisions to the rules relating to certain precincts 
might be dealt with. 

The Panel has considered and discussed this memorandum. While 
appreciative of the opportunity that counsel are affording us, the Panel would 
be at risk of pre-determining its recommendations on the framework plan 
provisions if it were to make directions of the kind sought. 

In terms of guidance, the Panel wishes to make three points: 

1. The deadline for presenting our recommendations to the Council is 22 
July 2016. The scheduled hearings of submissions on zonings and 
precincts are to conclude on 29 April 2016. Even if the Council were 
able to lodge revised precinct provisions dealing with framework 
consents by 6 May 2016, we expect that other submitters will want to 
participate in any process of considering these new provisions. Given 
other matters that the Panel has to attend to in order to meet its 
deadline, the Panel has very real concerns that it has insufficient time 
left to schedule further hearings on these provisions. 
 

2. Referring to the second paragraph 16 of your memorandum, there is a 
lack of clarity as to the full extent of the issues listed there and the 
extent to which provisions addressing them would need to be 
“bespoke” in as many as 24 different precincts. Some of these issues 
would likely arise generally across all precincts so that it may be 
worthwhile considering whether these elements could be addressed as 
matters of discretion on some general basis. 
 

3. The issue of notification is of concern to the Panel. It is not clear what 
analysis has been done on using notification as an incentive for one 
approach over another. The Panel presently has doubts about the 
appropriateness of treating the same land use or subdivision activity, 
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with the same effects, differently depending on which application 
process is chosen. 

The Panel requests that the Council advise by 4 p.m. on 27 April 2016 what 
further steps, if any, it wishes to take in relation to framework plan provisions. 

 

 

 

  

Dated at Auckland this 22nd day of April 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________ 
David Kirkpatrick 
Chairperson, Hearings Panel for 
proposed Auckland Unitary Plan 



 21 April 2016 
 

To: The Auckland Unitary Plan Independent Hearings Panel 

From: Auckland Council 
 

Subject:  Update on Declaration proceedings relevant to Framework Plan provisions 
proposed by the Auckland Council 

 
 
Purpose 
 

1. The Independent Hearings Panel (Panel) will be aware that the Auckland Council 
(Council) has already provided two memoranda to the Panel, dated 10 February 2016 and 
22 February 2016, in relation to the “Framework Plan” provisions used in certain precincts 
in the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (PAUP).  Those memoranda were intended to 
provide an update on the declaration proceedings brought by the Council in the 
Environment Court, and inform various procedural matters associated with hearing Topic 
080 Rezoning and Precincts (General) (Topic 080) and Topic 081 Rezoning and Precincts 
(Geographical Areas) (Topic 081).   
 

2. This memorandum  relates to the Interim Decision dated 24 March 2016 (Interim 
Decision) and Final Decision dated 15 April 2016 (Final Decision) issued by the 
Environment Court (copies of both decisions attached) in respect of the "Framework Plan" 
declaration proceedings. 

 
3. This memorandum provides an update of the outcome of the declaration proceedings, 

explains the key differences between the “Framework Plan” provisions that were proposed 
by Ms Dimery in her evidence for Topic 004 - Chapter G - General provisions (Topic 004) 
and the “Framework Consent” provisions approved by the Final Decision. It also seeks 
guidance from the Panel in relation to how the approved “Framework Consent” provisions 
(now revised) should be incorporated into certain precincts as part of hearing Topics 080 
and 081, and also as part of Topic 004 (in relation to the Chapter G section of the 
provisions).  
 

Background 
 

4. As the Panel will be aware, the Council’s initial application for declaratory orders was 
formulated on the basis of the “Framework Plan” provisions agreed between the parties in 
attendance during the mediation on Topic 004.  These provisions became known, through 
the course of the proceedings, as the “Option A” provisions (Option A).   
 

5. During the hearing of the applications (on 12 February 2016) the Court indicated to the 
Council and the other parties that it did not consider that it could issue any declarations on 
the basis of the original “Option A” provisions, as a result of uncertainties with the drafting 
of those provisions.  At the close of the hearing the Court granted the Council an 
adjournment in order to undertake revisions to the initial “Option A” provisions in an effort to 
cure the perceived uncertainty.   

 
6. This resulted in a revised version of the “Option A” provisions, and the development of an 

alternative set of provisions, referred to as the “Option B” provisions (Option B).  The 
differences between those two sets of provisions are explained below.  Consequential 
amendments were also made to the Council’s application and the declaratory orders 
sought, as a direct result of the various revisions.  The various declaratory orders sought by 
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the Council are prefaced in the application and referred to in the Court's decisions by letters 
of the alphabet. The Option A provisions became relevant to declaratory orders A, B, C and 
D and the Option B provisions became the subject of declaratory orders AA, B, C and D. 
 

7. After receiving the revised provisions (and a succinct reply from the Council and 
memoranda from several of the other parties) the Court issued the Interim Decision which 
declined to make declaratory orders A, B and D.  As declaratory order A was declined the 
Option A provisions were also refused.1 

 
8. The proceedings were adjourned in relation to declaratory orders AA and C with the Court,2 

providing a further opportunity for the Council (and the other parties) to place material 
before the Court on which positive declarations could possibly be made, in relation to the 
Option B provisions.   

 
9. A Minute was issued by the Court on 29 March 2016 (Minute), which directed the Council 

to file further submissions in response to several matters and a further revision of the 
Option B provisions for Chapter G and Chapter K (after consulting with the other parties, 
including Amicus Curiae).3 

 
10. The Council filed a closing memoranda and further revisions to the Option B provisions on 

7 April 2016 and the Final Decision was issued by the Court soon after which granted 
declaratory order AA in a (slightly modified) form, as follows:4 

 
On becoming an operative combined plan under the Local Government (Auckland Transitional 

Provisions) Act 2013 (LG(ATP)A) and Part 5 of the RMA (commencement), the Council’s 

Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (PAUP) may lawfully include a provision enabling an 

application for a bundle of land use consents under Part 6 of the RMA which authorise the key 

enabling works necessary for development associated with the first stage of urbanization and/or 

redevelopment of brownfield and greenfield land within identified specific geographical areas 

(precincts) as set out in the attachments to this decision marked “Chapter G” and “Chapter K”. 

11. The Final Decision approved slightly amended versions of the Chapter G and Chapter K 
provisions filed by the Council, and it is those which will now be adopted by the Council for 
the purposes of Topics 080 and 081 and the certain precincts which provide for 
“Framework Consents”. 
 

12. In order to assist the Panel, the Council considers that it would be helpful to explain the key 
differences between the notified PAUP “Framework Plan” provisions and the Court 
approved Option B provisions, as per the following paragraphs: 

 
Terminology 
 
a. Firstly, what was originally described as a “Framework Plan” is now called a 

“Framework Consent”.  During the hearing the Court indicated that the notified 
terminology was uncertain, as it gave the impression that consent was being obtained 
for a plan as opposed to an activity.  In order to address this issue, the Council first 
amended the terminology to a “framework plan application” and, in response to the 
Interim Decision,5 now uses “Framework Consents”.   
 

                                                
1  Interim Decision, at [76] 
2  Interim Decision, at [176]. 
3  Minute, at [7](a). 
4  Final Decision, at A. 
5  Interim Decision, at [142], [143]. 
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b. The Final Decision records that the provisions now clearly differentiate between an 
“application for a framework consent” on the one hand and, following approval, “a 
framework consent”.6  There is no longer any issue with the description being 
uncertain. 

!
Defining the land use activities required  

c. One of the central issues for the Court was a concern that the initial provisions did not 
clarify the land use activities that must be sought as part of an application for a 
framework consent.  The Interim Decision found that, as drafted, the land use activity 
rules were “arguably ultra vires s77A(1) and s77B(3) RMA as the activity for which land 
use consent is required is not identified”.7 
 

d. As a result, the Council revised both Chapter G and Chapter K to clarify that framework 
consents are resource consents that authorise key enabling works necessary for 
development of land.  The association between a framework consent and specific land 
use activities and is now reflected in both Chapter G and at Chapter K, specifically in 
the activity table and at 3.1, where it is noted that: 

!
Applications for framework consents must seek land use consents for the following 
activities: 

Declaratory order B 
  

e. Declaratory order B sought to confirm that it was intra vires the RMA to classify an 
activity as either a non-complying activity or discretionary activity until after a 
framework plan had been approved, and thereafter classed something else (or in the 
case of the original provisions, a more permissive (restricted discretionary) activity 
status). 
 

f. The Court declined to make that declaration, which was inherently tied to the Option A 
provisions.  As a result of the various revisions, the incentive that presented itself in a 
change to activity status no longer exists in the framework consent provisions.  The 
approved Option B provisions now classify all activities occurring within a precinct as 
restricted discretionary, and provide a different incentive that relies on reworked 
notification provisions. 

!
Notification 

g. The Option B provisions include amended notification provisions.  These provisions 
provide for applications for resource consent for buildings (alterations and additions to 
buildings) and subdivision, made subsequent to the approval of framework consents, to 
be processed without the need for public notification.  Limited notification may however 
be undertaken.   
 

h. The provisions are designed to incentivise the making of applications for framework 
consents, as subsequent applications can then be processed on a non-notified basis.  
This incentive is designed to reflect the initial comprehensive nature of framework 
consent applications that determine the key enabling works that will influence the future 
development of certain precincts or sub-precincts.  
 

i. The approved notification provisions differ from the notified approach in that they no 
longer apply to only those applications for resource consent that have a direct 
association with an approved framework consent.  Resource consent applications for 

                                                
6  Final Decision, at [7]. 
7  Interim Decision, at [170]. 
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buildings and subdivision that are not the subject of a framework consent will be 
subject to the normal tests of notification. 

!
Assessment criteria/matters of discretion 

j. In response to an indication in the Interim Decision that “consistency with a consent for 
a framework plan is a matter best left as an assessment criterion”,8 as well as other 
comments by the Court,9 the Council has revised the Option B, template version of the 
Chapter K Precinct rules – Matters of Discretion and Assessment Criteria.   
 

k. These revisions have deleted “consistency” with other resource consents (including 
framework consents) as a matter of discretion (formerly used in Chapter K, at 5.1(2)(b)) 
and substituted a new matter of discretion which refers instead to “The overall 
development layout, being the layout and design of roads, pedestrian linkages, open 
spaces, earthworks areas and land contours, and infrastructure location”.   

 
l. The Council’s position is that this amendment has cured the concerns expressed by 

the Court in relation to a possible contravention of section 104C(1)(b) of the RMA, and 
also that the revised matter of discretion (and the revised assessment criteria) will allow 
for a broader assessment of any application for consent against the proposed 
development layout for a particular precinct or sub-precinct. 

 
m. In order to ensure that some measure of “consistency” exists, a new assessment 

criterion has been approved which allows for a consideration of the “relationship of the 
matters requiring consent to activities authorised by other resource consents granted”.   

 
13. Throughout the Interim Decision and Final Decision the Court was cautious not to be drawn 

into addressing the possible content of the PAUP or the merits of certain aspects relevant 
to the subject provisions.  Importantly, this was the case for the Council’s declaratory order 
D and the issue of incentives with a framework consent. 
 

14. The Court did not decline declaratory order D in isolation, instead choosing to decline it on 
the basis of it being contextually over-arched by declaratory order A.  The Final Decision 
indicates that there may be situations where incentivised development rights can be 
provided for,10 subject to the rules being subject to a full consideration of the actual and 
potential effect on the environment of activities, as required by section 76(3) of the RMA.  
The Council suggests that the assessment of such rules and merits of any incentives is a 
matter that is best addressed by the Panel, particularly as the Panel has already heard 
evidence from submitters in relation to precincts. 

 
Council’s position in relation to framework consents 
 

15. The Council remains of the view that framework consents will be a useful mechanism to 
ensure integrated development within certain precincts and supports the inclusion of the 
approved Option B provisions for the precincts listed below as part of the PAUP. 
 

16. There are 24 precincts that currently include framework consent provisions.  Those 
precincts are:  

a. Wairaka; 
b. Cook Street Depot; 
c. Downtown West; 
d. Quay Park; 
e. Wynyard; 

                                                
8  Interim Decision, at [167]. 
9  Interim Decision, at [173]. 
10  Final Decision, at [28]. 
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f. Bayswater Marina; 
g. Devonport Peninsula; 
h. Gulf Harbour; 
i. Hobsonville Corridor; 
j. Hobsonville Point; 
k. Huapai North; 
l. Kumeu; 
m. Long Bay; 
n. Orewa 2; 
o. Silverdale North; 
p. Smales 2; 
q. Franklin (sub-precinct H, now renamed Te Toro precinct); 
r. Babich; 
s. Westgate; 
t. Three Kings; 
u. Avondale 1; 
v. Avondale 2; 
w. Albany 9; and 
x. Akoranga 1. 

 
16. As a result of the Court approving only a template version of the Chapter K provisions, 

there are a number of issues that will still need to be addressed by the Panel, including: 
development benefits associated with framework consents, the appropriateness of the 
notification provisions, defining the land use consents that must be sought as part of a 
applications for framework consents and determining the rules applying to those land use 
consents for each precinct.  The determination of those issues may require assistance from 
both the Council and submitters involved in the Topic 080 and Topic 081.  

 
Guidance 

 
17. Before receiving the Interim Decision and Final Decision, the Council’s approach was that 

to treat the relevant provisions as on-hold until a final decision on the declaratory orders 
had been received from the Court.  This position was reached on the basis that any positive 
declaratory orders would likely result in revisions to the proposed PAUP provisions.  This 
has proven to be the case, with the Option B provisions being in an amended form from 
those originally prepared by the Council. 
 

18. The Council now seeks guidance from the Panel in relation to how the approved Option B 
provisions should be incorporated into the PAUP and, also, how the Council (and 
submitters) can assist with the further revisions that will be necessary for the Chapter K 
precinct provisions.   

 
19. Appreciating that the bulk of the Topic 080 and Topic 081 hearings have now been 

concluded, the Council respectfully suggests that there are two alternatives for the Panel in 
terms of possible directions:  

 
a. direct that the Council complete the required revisions to the Chapter K provisions 

for those precincts that provide for framework consents and file those, along with 
the approved Chapter G provisions, with the Panel as soon as possible, or  
 

b. direct that the Council complete revisions to the relevant Chapter K precinct 
provisions to remove the former framework plan provisions and file those with the 
Panel as soon as possible.  

 
20. In order to assist, the Council considers that the required revisions to the Chapter K 

precinct provisions will for most precincts be largely technical and should be capable of 
being completed by Friday, 6 May 2016.  It is noted that the Chapter K precinct provisions 
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will need to include bespoke provisions for land use activities and other aspects, but given 
that the bulk of the bespoke drafting (and reasons for those) has already been done by the 
Council planners in their evidence for Topics 080 and 081, this work is not anticipated to be 
overly time consuming.  In the event that there is a merits assessment involved in the 
revisions to the provisions, the Council will be able to highlight that for the Panel as part of 
its filing of the revised provisions (potentially by way of a covering memorandum for each 
precinct, or as part of its Topic 081 closing remarks). 

 
21. The Council is aware that submitters with an interest in certain precincts may wish to 

respond to any revisions to the Chapter K provisions prepared by the Council, including by 
filing their own revisions to those provisions.  The Council respectfully requests guidance 
from the Panel as to how that matter should be managed. 

 
 
 
 
 
M Dickey / D Hartley / J Caldwell / J Hassall 
Counsel for Auckland Council 
21 April 2016 


















































































































































